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Hello Developers: First off, please give us a tutorial or make a video showing us how to play this game. It's near to impossible to
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find resources.What should I look for? How do I defend myself or even begin to defend myself? The game is glitchy. It stutters
a lot. The screen turns white and black. Why is the sprint button O? Some communication from your team would be helpful as
well. You don't seem to like to post updates on Steam all that often. A little bit more from you would go a long way. I really
want to like this game but find I can't. I am willing however to change my review if you read some of the constructive criticisms
on the reviews and implement changes for the better. Also, tell us what you're up to, to make that happen. Thanks for listening..
Let me start out by saying, I am sorry if this is offensive to the developers. I know this has a lot of work put into it. I feel that
you should have waited to release the alpha. I played for 25 minutes and from the start I was giving this game a metric TON of
leeway because I could not even get a game started at first because the game creation menu was not giving me any feedback
about why I could not start a game. Graphics: The graphics are rough and definitely not what I would consider ready for alpha. I
would be fairly embarassed to show this to anyone in it's current state. Gameplay: * Your character cannot perform any action
except press F on items to activate things that you have no idea what they do. * The enemies run sideways to attack you and you
have, seemingly, no way to attack back. * There is apparently some kind of creep on the ground that you must stay out of but
that is not really all that apparent until you die on it. * You walk/run very slowly * You swim like a fish (very quickly in
comparison to walking * Your character does not seem to understand stairs (Gets stuck up every other step) * It's faster to jump
constantly than it is just to walk forward. I cannot recommend this game at this time. Good Luck Devs.. Played this game for a
straight hour before getting a refund. All I was able to do in that time was die without being able to fight back and I was able to
find 2 tires next to a broken down vehicle and that's it! Walk/running is a joke and swimming is dumb and lol might as well
walk underwater. Sorry But I can not reccomend this game at this time to anyone and I would incourage people to watch lets
plays and read all the reviews before throwing your coins into this game. Graphics aren't all that horrible but needs a lot of TLC
and Tweaking.. For the time it took this game to come out, it's rough.very very rough. No directions, no hints, no clue as od
what to do. Buggy as all get out, no way I would recomend this game to anyone. Wait another 4 years for a update to come out
and then try again. Refund here I come.. This game have some potential, but for now is just a put it on your watchlist. The map
is not tiny but it is limited. Some of the interaction is good ( Vehicles for example ), but the " F " key interaction is touchy.
There is video lag while playing and at times it is quite twichy. Could not get the horse to run, so what is the advantage?
Resources need to establish yourself at the begining of the game are scarce. And as a capper there is no save capability that I
could find. I like the basic premise but this still needs a lot more work before I can recomend it. You can see for yourself in my
video at: https://youtu.be/ouMFpZLDAuI
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